
Tomas Vu: Zeppelin Ring, 2006. mixed mediums on panel. 72 by 96 inches;
at Von Linter.

collage occur in several works.
their raised edges the result of a
stenciling technique by which Vu
masks sections with tape, cuts
out stencil shapes and fills them
with the acrylic-gel mixture.

White Rock is a black-and-silver
painting that features a bizarre-
looking creature/apparatus with
a smaii, grasshopperiike head.
Flailing appendages extend past
the picture plane and spiderweb-
iike extensions clasp giobes
containing greenery and mush-
rooms. Rising from the bottom
of White Sands/Trlnlty Site is a
iarge Dubuffet-like form with a
bulbous head. Its interior teems
with a maze of crisscrossing lines
that hold bubbles containing life
forms. Around the edges are omi-
nous, inky black clouds against
an explosion of fiery orange
spattered with black and gray,
recalling a Sam Francis as well
as the more obvious reference.

While White Rock and White
Sands/Trinity are dominated by
large central shapes, a iot of the
activity in the other paintings is
thrown off to the periphery. Zep-
pelin Ring and Flatland feature
odd hovering objects, submerged
primeval forests and more bubbles
and indude borrowings from art
history, in Flatland, Vu trans-
forms a globular chandelier into
a spaceshiplike object that feels
like it's underwater as it bubbles
up toward mushrooms done in
a thick impasto of ocher, yellow
and bumt sienna. A delicate pink
shell painted after one of Ensor's
Coquillages hangs suspended
inside a silvery-gray circle. A sche-
matic image resembling a jack
(the child's toy) floats just above
center in Zeppelin Ring. It has
enlarged transparent baii-endings
filled with images of mushrooms
or swirls of color; one glassy ball
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with a dark center represents
Vu's rendition of Redon's Eye-
Ballocn. Off to its right emerge
swathes of naturaiisticaiiy painted
branches laden with spring-green
leaves and golden bean-shaped
seeds. Though motifs recur, Vu
does not repeat himself. Each
picture possesses its own disqui-
eting beauty and is a world unto
itself that one penetrates only
slowly. —Elisa Decker

Orsina Sforza
at Janos Gat
Orsina Sforza lives and works in
Rome, in this interesting and skill-
ful show of paintings she focused
on random accumulations of detri-
tus, objects painted with a passion-
ate regard for their innate presence
as things. Four years ago, Sforza
was making her way through the
Roman neighborhood of Testaccio
when she found a garbage dump
near the Tiber. At high tide, the
river's water permeated the dump
and repositioned its contents,
creating a varying mess that visu-
ally fascinated the artist. She went
back to the dump and took pho-
tographs which became the basis
of the oil paintings in this show.

The works typically singie out a
small cross-section of the chaos
and decay. Sometimes there
are recognizable items such
as chains, paper or fabrics, but
much else is hard to distinguish.
As a result, the paintings seem
to simultaneously shift back and
forth between a nearly photo-
graphic treatment of reality and
a finely handled abstraction.

In Cintura nera (Black Belt),
2006, for example, a black skein
cuts through the center of the
painting, its color and form defined
by a background of what looks
like crumpled green cloth. Fogli

(Sheets), 2005/06, depicts several
folded pieces of paper, with one
bearing a few recognizable letters,
although no words are legible.
The shadow falling on the papers
is a glacial blue and the distinctly
drawn objects surrounding them
are hard to identify. There is a
dark-greenish-brown rock shape
with the end of a pole above it in
the lower right-hand corner, while
in the upper-left corner is a white
shape that also resists recognition.

Nascondlglio (Hiding Place),
2006, continues Sforza's litany of
unidentifiable shapes: a mostly
white background is divided by two
green bands, one moving across
the upper quarter of the canvas,
another bending and twisting
across its lower third. In the middle
is a stripe with mostly smooth
edges that vertically bisects the
composition. In Cannapiccola
(Small Cane), 2005, a series of
blue straplike forms wind about
what iooks like a meticulously ren-
dered crumpled white sheet. An
inchoate brown background lends
even more ambiguity to the paint-
ing. Such indetermi nancy is the
strength of Sforza's practice, which
sets forth quite boldly its mysteries.

—Jonathan Goodman

Thomas Bayrle
at Gavin Brown's
enterprise
This exhibition of Thomas Bayr-
le's multifarious production, his
first show in the States in over 25
years, allowed a fresh look at the
German Pop-era artist, an early
colleague of Sigmar Poike and
Gerhard Richter and an influen-
tial teacher of a generation of
artists including Martin Kippen-
berger and Tobias Rehberger.
Although Bayrle's works include
videos, collages, silkscreens,
paintings and installations, they
are generally organized around
a common theme: the relation-
ship between macroscopic and
microscopic realms of experi-
ence. At Gavin Brown, this idea
was explored through a series
of silkscreens in which a large
image is generated through the
repetition of hundreds of smaller
images, some identical or related
to the larger. So, for example,
a multitude of men grasping
umbrellas comprise an overall
image of an umbrella; tiny ideo-
gramlike pictures of Chinese
men reading the Little Red Book
constitute an image of Mao; and
repeated tiny representations of
a factory worker arranged in a
gridlike form add up to a portrait

of Gianni Agnelli, the founder
of the Fiat automobile empire.
Such works explore the much-
theorized coercive relationship
between part and whole in com-
munist and capitalist systems.
But they also express a fascina-
tion with the ways in which a
charismatic person is elevated to
an icon through the coordinated
actions or beliefs of the multi-
tude, even as they offer a critique
of how individuals are dehu-
manized and regularized when
subsumed as indistinguishable
units within such grand systems.

Bayrle pursues this structural
relationship along other dimen-
sions as well. His videos of
organic forms suggesting the
relationship of cell to body and his
elaborate cardboard maquettes of
highway under- and overpasses
and railroads that crisscross like
woven bands suggest the opti-
cal puzzles of M.C. Escher or
the unresolved passages of Pira-
nesi's prisons. Bayrle was once
employed as a jacquard weaver
with the German fabric company
Mikro Makro and many of these
works draw on ideas associated
with weaving and fabric. Some,
such as an image of Condoleezza
Rice, are literally woven from wide
bands of silkscreened cardboard.
But these works don't suggest
that Bayrle is sanguine about
there being any global point of
view from which the organiza-
tion of things as a whole can
be surveyed and understood-
Indeed, while one needs to step
back from these representations
to see how the repeated, serially
arranged elements resolve into
a picture, one is always drawn

Orsina Sforza: Black Belt, 2006, oH on
canvas, 24 by 16 Inches; at Janos Gat.



Thomas Bayrle: Stalin, 1970. silkscreen on
paper mounted on board, 32'/. by 23"/) inches;
at Gavin Brown's enterprise.

back in to consider, as primary,
the individual building blocks over
which the image supervenes.

—Jonathan Gilmcre

Tony Bechara
at Latin Collector
and Andre Zarre
Since the 1970s, Puerto Rican-
bom. New York-based Tony
Bechara has been making paint-
ings in which he arranges small,
square dabs of color in patterns
resembling mosaics or pixela-
tion. For all the artist's reliance on
systems—he uses tape to subdi-
vide his paintings intc grids and
applies the quarter-inch squares
one at a time, having chosen a
fixed number and combination
of hues—he relies as much on
intuition as reason, with the Indi-
vidual colors laid down in random
order. These vibrant, energetic
paintings play tricks with the eye,
sometimes unfolding in organic
waves that belie the geometric
substratum on which they are
based, Bechara's ultimate purpose
is to capture a play of light; most
of his canvases shimmer from a
distance. Remarkable, too, is the
variety he achieves, given the
distinct set of rules he imposes.

Both galleries showed recent
work. At Andre Zarre, Bechara's
48 Colors (2005) was a standout;
the acrylic-on-(inen painting, 5 feet
square, has a surface dense with
pointillistic blues, reds, yellows and

greens. The effect is
musical, syncopated
and jazzy; the entire
composition seems
to pulse. Because the
artist lays down the
colors randomly, the
painting cannot be
discerned as sche-
matically balanced;
the order resonating in
48 Colors comes from
chance, which liber-
ates the work from
its own strictures. In
another large paint-
ing. Greys (2005),
Bechara creates a
striking effect with
white, black and gray
squares. Looking at
the work up close,
we notice that the
edges between col-
ors have little ridges,
resulting in a woven
effect and giving it a
quality of low relief.

Bechara's show at
Latin Collector was
equally brilliant and

coherent. Red/Red (2006), a 50-
inch-square acrylic on canvas, is
constructed of red and orange-
red squares that form a series of
concentric circles arcund a deep
red nucleus. A contrast is set up
between the curved rows and
the individually colored squares
that compose them. In Yellows
(2006), four canvases placed
next to each other in a horizon-
tal alignment present animated
swathes and stripes. Here and
elsewhere, Bechara brings a heat
and verve to his closely consid-
ered methodological decisions.

—Jonathan Goodman

Shen Chen
at 456 Gallery
Shen Chen belongs to a group
of Chinese artists who made
their home in America, mostly in
New York, after the tragic events
of Tiananmen Square. Having
studied at the Skowhegan School
in Maine, the New York Studio
School and Boston University,
Shen is well informed about the
history and techniques of West-
em painting. While it is by now
a commonplace to describe the
paintings of East Asian artists
as behoiden to both Asian tradi-
tions and Westem modernism,
Shen makes particularly skill-
ful and intelligent use of both.

Working with wide, homemade
brushes on canvases that lie on
the floor, Shen applies overiapping

vertical strokes that, as he puts
it in an artist's statement, create
"a field of mystical lines and pat-
terns in gray and foggy tones."
His shimmering atmospheres
have their closest counterparts in
Color Field and Minimalist paint-
ing, but they also evoke some of
the more abstract effects found in
historical Chinese ink drawings.
These hybrid influences result
in a textured, meditative ad, with
veils that both reveal and conceal.
Shen refers to the "mysterious
power" of Asian painting that
allows him to transcend Western
materials and methodologies.

Most of Untitled No. 0113-6
(2006) consists of vertical gray
lines with some red showing
through; at the top is a dark-
gray band that travels the width
of the composition, white at the
bottom another, thinner dark-
gray horizontal band overlaps
vertical striations of orange-red,
blue and yellow, resulting in a
poetic waterfall effect. Untitled
No. 6015-05 (2005) is a calm,
two-panel work, each part 40 by
46 inches, made with thin lines
of graphite and gray acrytic. In
what are mostly single-color paint-
ings, Shen offers exquisite effects

Tony Bechara: Red/Red, 2006, acrylic on canvas,
50 inches square; at Latin Coilector.

Shsn Chen; Untitled No. 7230-05, 2005, acryiic on canvas,
56 by 50 inches; at 456.
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